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Conference Report

'Technology transfer' conference
plans slave labor for Mexico,Texas
by Harley Schlanger
Appropriate technology, cheap labor, tourism, austerity,

eignty." But the conclusions reached demonstrate that they

drugs: This is the future for Texas and Mexico, if those who

mean to loot Mexico's people and raw materials-and Texas

planned the Aug. 19-20 conference titled "Technology

as well-with a 200-mile free-trade zone along the border.

Transfer: U.S. Mexico Perspective," have their way. George

These conclusions included: I) The "population prob

Mitchell, billionaire oilman and member of the U.S. Asso

lem" must be solved before Mexico can develop; 2) The

ciation of the Club of Rome, presided over the conference

Global 2000 Report, released by the Carter administration in

-

from his development, The Woodlands. The focus for the

1980, with the recommendation for mass murder, is the prop

conference was provided by America's national embarrass

er approach to control Mexico's "population problem"; 3)

ment Jimmy Carter, who declared that proposals put forward

"Appropriate technology" (that is, labor-intensive produc

at the conference were an extension of the Global 2000 Re

tion, using slave labor), is the only means to employ the

port-which calls for reducing the world's population by 2

growing labor force; and 4) Protectionist policies must go,

billion by the year 2000-pubJished by his administra�ion.
To "build a policy consensus" among the attendees, in

Mexico must join -GATT (the General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs), and open up for foreign looting.

cluding businessmen from both sides of the border, and gov

By emphasizing Mexico's failing economy, the confer�

ernment officials from the United States and Mexico, speak

ence planners hope to cover up the fact that, despite the brave

ers voiced their "deep concern" for the future of Mexico,

talk from Chamber of Commerce leaders throughout Texas

emphasizing support for "economic growth," "develop

of the strength of the economy (particularly the "diversity"

ment," and the need for "mutual respect for national sover-

of local economies), in reality Texas has been devastated by
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the "recovery " as much as the rest of the economy.
There is not one sector which has escaped the combined
effects of the VoJcker high interest rates and the Reagan
administration's "free enterprise" policies. Traditional in
dustries have been idled.Houston has lost 4 3,000 manufac
turing jobs since 19 80.The steel and petrochemical plants
built during the World War II mobilization have been shut
down,and are being sold for scrap.
With official unemployment rates along the border rang
ing from 12.3% in El Paso,to 16.1 % in Laredo,to 37.4% in
Eagle Pass,local business leaders have accepted the shift to
an economy based on slave labor,the so-called "Hong Kong
model free trade zones " (like massive increase in drug traf
ficking and prostitution) and tourism (like plans for casino
gambling in northern Mexico).Behind the banner of "free
enterprise," is resurrected the "technetronic society " of Zbig
niew Brzezinski,complete with his maxim that the United
States must not allow Mexico to become a "Japan on our
southern border."
Representative Bill Richardson of New Mexico has intro
duced legislation to create a 200-mile free-trade zone along
the border,a proposal to make permanent the deindustriali
zation of this region.And Don Shuffstal,an executive vice
president of Bank of EI Paso, whose prediction of a peso
collapse at the end of June triggered a wave of peso dumping,
mused that the border should be seen as "a third country,"
since it is "neither properly understood, nor governed, by
Washington and Mexico City."
What the conference planners recommend for Texas
deindustrialization and Hong Kong-style free trade-Mexi
co must first earn by reducing its population and relaxing its
protectionist policies.The only "technology " to be transfered
is more of the same slave-labor, low-skilled jobs. Victor
Urquidi,a founder of the Club of Rome in Mexico,recom
mended that the United States focus on transfer of appropriate
technologies. These are needed, he· argued, to employ a
growing labor force. "Technology displaces labor....
Mexico must create one million new jobs each year." He
rejected the prospect of a return to the economic growth rates
of 1976-80,when the economy grew at an annual rate of 8%,
creating more than 800,000 jobs annually in steel,construc
tion,infrastructure development,etc.Urquidi said that Mex
ico must adapt to being a source of cheap,unskilled labor,
and slash its birth rate.This proposal was backed by Jimmy
Carter,who insisted that technology transfer be dependent
on reducing the population and birth rate.Carter called for
"an extension of the Global 2000 Report, just relating to the
U.S.and Mexico," to be funded privately "in the absence of
government support from either Mexico City or Washing
ton."
Martha Harris,of the U.S.Congressional Office of Tech
nology Assessment,and Mexican economist Everardo Eli
zondo, both attacked Mexico's "protectionism." Elizondo
said that,to spur industrialization,Mexico must "tum itself
into a huge,'in-bond' industry of the U.S." 'In-bond' indusEIR
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try,or maquilador, refers to assembly plants set up in Mexico
for assembly of American-made duty-free parts which are
bonded and imported for assembly with cheap Mexican la
bor.The assembled parts are then shipped back to the United
States.The only contribution to the Mexican economy is the
employment of Mexico's labor at cheap wages-no contri
bution at all. Elizondo raved, "The best incentive we can
offer to the rest of the world is our relatively cheap labor."

Documentation
The following excerpts are from Jimmy Carter's speech at
the Aug. 19-20 conference, "Technology Transfers: U.S.
Mexico Perspectives." Readers who recall Carter's days in
the White House will note that much of his speech is the usual
empty rhetoric .. he finally gets to the point with his call for
Global 2000.

Mexico has become our third largest trading partner,and the
foremost supplier of crude oil to the U.S.For Mexico,the
U.S.is its primary trading partner and the largest source of
foreign investment...
Protectionist tendencies within the United States costs
U.S. consumers, damages our neighbors, prevents repay
ment of external debt, and encourages social and political
unrest,particularly in the embryonic democracies.
...We in North America must now face the fact that
Mexico has taken a great leap in international influence,and
decisions made in Mexico City can seriously affect our coun
try.In matters concerning trade,finance,regional security,
international diplomacy,employment,immigration,agricul
ture,music,art,and the everyday habits of life,each nation's
people have an increasing impact on the other's.
During times of sober reflection this interrelationship is
acknowledged,but it must be managed with balance,matu
rity,and respect.Both of us are now more vulnerable,and
we need to be more sensitive and to forge more routine and
comprehensive ways to cooperate in meeting present and
future challenges.�e must be willing to deal with each other
on the basis of equaTity and mutual respect.If we do this,we
need not fear the future.
One of the greatest unmet needs is the long-range analysis
of almost inevitable change.An extension of the Global 2000
report,just relating to the O.S.and Mexico,would be in
valuable.In the absence of governmental support from either
Mexico City or Washington, private incentives can be ex
plored, perhaps including entities like the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences or Mexico's equivalent.
Technology is a vital part of our future,because it repre
sents the capacity of a nation to achieve self-sustaining growth
and self-reliance.... However, we must not ignore the
inevitable complexities of cultural,historical,and political
relationships that are intertwined with the potential techno
logical advances.
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